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Foreword

It’s definitely winter. The freezing morning temperatures might make us wish we 
could stay at home all day. If you stay a bit longer in the school, it’s already dark when 
you leave the school building. Despite the inconveniences of cold weather and short 
days, this season is full of joy. It is the season of Christmas, a very special holiday in 
our culture.  

Now it is our pleasure to bring a special Christmas edition of 4U! to You! We hope 
you will enjoy reading about the Christmas traditions of different nations, films, 
recipes, music, decoration and gift ideas. Do the puzzles, enjoy the jokes and forget 
about your problems. 

Have a really special Christmas this year! 
May GOD bless you in the New Year! Don’t forget: He is the reason for this season! 
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3English Quiz: Round 2

1. What was the name of King Arthur’s father?
2. What was Excalibur?
3. What is the name of King Arthur’s boyhood 
tutor?
4. What did Arthur pull from a stone to make 
him King?
5. What was the name of King Arthur’s wife?
6. According to legend King Arthur’s court met 
in which castle?
7. Which of King Arthur’s knights did battle 
with The Green Knight?
8. What did King Arthur send most of his 
knights to find in order to prevent fighting 
among the knights of the Round Table?
9. Who was the ‚best knight in the world’ 
during King Arthur’s reign?
10. Which island is said to be the last resting 
place of King Arthur?

TEN QUESTIONS 
about King 

Arthur and The 
Knights of the 
Round Table

DECEMBER

Get some points 
in advance for the 

annual English Quiz!

Answer the 
questions and 

give them to your 
English teacher by 

December 20th

You can use books, 
the internet and 

practically anything

Get to know the 
King Arthur and 

the Knights of the 
Round Table

Be an expert and 
win the quiz in 

April!



4 Christmas
Hungarian people always look forward to Christmas because it is one of the 

most important feasts for us. We spend it with our family and close friends. We decorate 
our Christmas tree, have a huge dinner and give each other presents in the evening of 
24th. But how do people in other countries celebrate Christmas? I have some friends 
around the world, so I asked them how they celebrate Christmas.

Victoria from Austria
Q: How do you celebrate Christmas in Austria? Do you 
have any interesting customs?
V: In Austria Christmas is celebrated on Christmas Eve and 
not on Christmas Day. We usually start in the late afternoon 
when it gets a little darker. Normally the whole family sits 
around the Christmas tree and sings songs, reads stories and exchanges gifts. After that we have 
a lovely cold dinner and eat homemade cookies. There is a Mass later in the evening which a lot 
of people attend. Sometimes they perform a little nativity play as well. On Christmas Day we have 
a huge family dinner.
Q: Who brings the presents for the children?
V: In Austria we have something called the „Christkind” which would literarily mean „baby 
Jesus” who brings us the gifts.
Q: How do you prepare for Christmas?
V: We count the days with the advent calendar until Christmas and we have something called an 
„Andventkranz” (advent wreath) which has 4 candles - one for each Sunday before Christmas.
Q: The last question is how do you say „Merry Christmas” in your country?
V: Frohe Weinachten!

Nathalia from Brasil
Q: When do you celebrate Christmas in Brazil?
N: We celebrate Christmas on the night of 24th. We start a huge dinner with the family and wait 
for midnight until we say „Merry Christmas!” After midnight we give presents to each other. But 
some Brazilian families do it differently, it depends on family traditions. In Brazil 24th December 
isn’t a feast day, only 25th. It means we sometimes have to go to work but we usually don’t 
work this day or we can go home erlier. Children don’t have to go to school because they have a 
summer holiday now. 
Q: Who brings Christmas presents for Brazilian children?
N: Santa Claus but we call him Papa Noel. He looks like Santa Claus, has 
white beard and he is plump.
Q: Do you have a Christmas tree? When do you decorate it?
N:  Yes we do! Brazilian people set up the  Christmas tree in the middle or 
end of November. We love decorating our houses and streets. It’s funny 
because there is about 30 celsius so European people always wonder if 
they are here in December. I think they need snow and cold for Christmas.
Q: How do you say „Merry Christmas” in your country?
N: Feliz Natal!



5Around the World
Maria from Belarus

Q: When and how do you celebrate Christmas in Belarus?
M: We are Orthodox so our Christmas is on 7th January. We have a weekend for this day and we 
spend it with our families. We go to church and meet our close family.
Q: Who brings the present for children?
M: Father Frost, the children always look forward to it.
Q: How do you say „Merry Christmas” in your country?
M: Winshuyu sa Svyatkami!

Victoria from Norway

Q: What do you do at Christmas?
V: The 23rd  December is what we call Little Christmas Eve. We 
decorate the Christmas Tree, eat rice pudding and watch a show 
called „Dinner for One” which has been shown on Norwegian 
television this day since 1980. We celebrate Christmas the 
24th of December, and we call it Christmas Eve. The family get 
together, we eat a lot of good food and open presents. The 
whole day is filled with happiness, sometimes we go to church, 
but sometimes we just stay in and watch a lot of television before we have to get ready for later. 
On 25th of December we eat the rest of the food from the day before and just relax. Later on we 
travel to our cabin where we celebrate the rest of Christmas by skiing, relaxing and eating good 
food.
Q: What do you eat at Christmas? Do you have any special food?
V: We eat pork ribs (not the typical BBQ ones), a Norwegian thing 
called „pinnekjøtt” and „medister” ( a Scandinavian thing). On the 
side we have potatoes, sour cabbage, sauce, carrots, sprouts. For 
dessert we eat cold rice porridge.
Q: How do you prepare for Christmas?
V: We get a Christmas Calendar from the 1st of December. My mom 
makes a calendar with little presents, which is a tradition in our 
home. In addition to that we have a chocolate Christmas calendar.
Q: When do you get presents?
V: We give presents to each other whenever we want, but we can’t open them until Christmas 
Eve.
Q:And the last question is, how do you say „Merry Christmas” in Norway?
V: God Jul or Gledelig Jul!
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Tanya from Thailand

Q: Do you celebrate Christmas in Thailand? If so, how do you do it?
T: Christmas isn’t really a religious feast here but more like an influence of western culture. I think 
that christmas isn’t that much of a big deal here... We usually merge new year and Christmas 
into like one big celebration. So in our country families don’t really celebrate it but we put up 
enormous christmas trees at shopping centres. People usually go out for a dinner or go shopping 
because products are on sale at this time.
Q: Do you give presents to each other?
T: Yes, but we don’t get presents for Christmas, we give presents for New 
Year’s Day.
Q: Do you have a Santa Claus figure?
T: Even if we know about Santa Claus, unfortunately we don’t really believe in 
him. So the presents are from the parents, relatives, friends. 
Q: Do you have an own „Christmas” in Thailand?
T: Yes! We have our own „christmas” in April! It’s called „songkran” but its actually the traditional 
Thai new year. It’s when the whole country goes to party.

Ruth from Canada
Q: How do you celebrate Christmas? 
R: I celebrate Christmas with my family with a huge gathering with every family 
member. There’s always a lot of egg nog and gluten free xmas cookies. Then we 
play secret santa and exchange gifts with everyone.
Q: When and how do you decorate your house and Christmas tree?
R: We always like to decorate our tree mid November. We like to put an angel on 
top of the tree and make a lot of our own ornaments for fun.
Q: What do you usually eat on Christmas days?
R: We have a turkey dinner with cranberry sauce, mashed potatoes for the family members that 
aren’t gluten free. Then after that we have xmas gluten free cookies, brownies and egg nog or 
hot chocolate.
Q:When do you give each other the Christmas presents?
R: After we’ve eaten dinner my parents like to take a break so the little kids can play, but right 
after that we do gift exchanges with the whole family in the living room.

I hope that you liked reading about Christmas in other countries and you have learned 
something new. I’m really grateful for the girls who helped me write this interview with 
their answers. 

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year Everybody!:)
Boglárka Schack (12.d)
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„ „In a land of myth, and a time of magic… the destiny of a great 
kingdom rests on the shoulders of a young boy. His name is…

 Merlin.”

Merlin arrives in Camelot and becomes 
the servant of Prince Arthur. Arthur’s father, 
Uther  hates magic and he eliminated all the 
sorcerers. Merlin has  incredible magic power, 
but he must keep it in secret, because if he 
tells anyone he is a wizard, he will be executed. 
His task is to look after Arthur and help him 
to become a great king, while Arthur doesn’t 
know who Merlin really is.

The director said he wanted to show Prince 
Arthur’s life before becoming a king. It is one 
of the most hilarious and exciting series I have 
ever seen. Just the names and a few stories 
are based on the original historical backround,  
the others are fictitious.

BBC made 5 seasons between 2008-2012, 
each season consisting 13 episodes, and one 
episode is 45 minutes long. In the main roles 
we can see Colin Morgan as Merlin and Bradley 
James as Prince Arthur.

Hanna Rohály (12.d)
Although  they are not shown on 

any channels right now
you can watch the episodes on 

the internet anytime.
IT’S WORTH IT!
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JOYEUX NOEL or MERRY CHRISTMAS 

(2005)
In the past 100 years of film history, a lot of films have 

dealt with the theme of Christmas. It is usually presented 
humorously. However, there is one thing they never manage 
to express, one thing they often fail to demonstrate. It is the 
very essence of Christmas: the meaning of Christmas is not 
that we give each other gifts, but that we love one another. 

This film is an exception. It is over two hours, but as I was 
watching it I felt all along that it is about the real Christmas. 

It is set in December 1914, in the first year of World War I, 
when the soldiers of opposing sides come together during 
an unofficial ceasefire.

Although the plot is slow, and therefore the film is 
sometimes sluggish, the characters are so interesting that 
we are interested in their fate. The actors are great (this 
is especially true for Daniel Brühl) and the camera work is 
sensational. The music is incredibly beautiful, the songs are 
so catchy that after watching the movie I downloaded the 

film’s soundtrack. There are scenes in the film where I would have been able to cry, they were 
so touching. Due to the multilingual setting it is highly recommended to choose the original 
language.

I recommend watching the film to those in particular who not only watch movies that entertain 
the “braindead”, but who are open to films that touch our hearts.

A CHRISTMAS STORY (1983)

It is the story of a family whose son Ralph wants an air rifle for 
Christmas, and he would do anything to get it. In fact, it is not an 
ordinary gun, it has a compass on it and “a thing that tells the time”: 
a sundial.

The story is set in the 1940s in a little American town, and the 
film is also advertised as a tribute to the traditional, two-fisted, red-
blooded, all-American Christmas. Besides the main plot of the boy 
and his desire to get the rifle, there are several subplots in the film, 
as it is based on several short stories written by the author. 

While dreaming of how to write an essay to her teacher, he utters 
a bad word, which can be disappointing, but do not be misled, the 
film is still fun from the beginning to the end. It is not only funny, it is 
hilarious. I almost choked with laughter at some of the jokes. 

The actors in the roles are amazing, and it is especially true for the 
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child actors. What is more, it is not only a comedy, but it also has a message. The film is particularly 
about childhood, with all its good and bad things. And throughout the movie charming and fun. 
So I highly recommend watching it for those who have not seen it, because the film is very funny 
and intelligent. It’s worth seeing it.

Robert Zemeckis and Tom Hanks decided to create a 
Christmas tale in 2004. Since then, the film has become 
one of the most popular TV films. So there is no Christmas 
without one of the TV channels showing it. It is not 
surprising. A fairy tale book was published at the same time 
the movie was released, so you can get hold of it as well. 
But let’s see the movie now. 

The film is about a child who no longer believes in Santa 
Claus. However, on Christmas night, a special train, the 
Polar Express stops in front of his house, and he is invited 
to get on. The train goes to the North Pole where Santa 
Claus is already waiting for them. 

The animation is awesome. The inside of the train was 
prepared with much care. Although it is felt that the film 
was intended in 3D, these tricks work just as well in 2D. 
The characters are interesting, and the music is great. It 
has been nominated for an Oscar in several categories 
including “The Best Soundtrack”.

Nevertheless, there are a few things I did not like about 
the film. Firstly, the story is rather groovy, notably at the beginning of the movie you may 
be wondering what will happen in the end. Another thing I would change is the depiction of 
Christmas, because it is too syrupy. But it is forgivable, since the lower age groups are targeted 
by the film. To sum up, despite its faults, it is entertaining, so I recommend it even to those who 
hate animated films.

I would like to wish you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year 
– full of great films!    See you in 2017!

                                            Márton Szakos (12.D)

THE POLAR EXPRESS (2004)

Film quiz:
• Who played the role of Grinch in a film made in 2000?
• Where does Kevin’s family travel in Home Alone?
• Who starred in the classic film It’s a Wonderful Life?
• What does Arnold Schwartzenegger want to buy for his 

son in „Jingle All the Way”?
• Which Christmas film is set in a Japanese war camp? Who 

is the main actor?
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Ingredients:
80 g candied orange peel
125 g honey
125 g butter
1 tablespoon of gingerbread spice
3 eggs

250 g caster sugar
juice and zest of 1/2  orange 
500 g flourzest of ½ lemon

First steps:
1) grind the candied orange peel
2) melt the butter and honey together and  let it cool until 
it gets lukewarm
3) grate the zest of ½ orange
4) squeeze the juice of 1/2  orange
5) grate the zest of ½ lemon

Method: 
1) Mix 1: Beat the eggs, the caster sugar, orange juice and the butter-honey mix toget-
her.
2) Mix 2: Sift together the flour, the baking soda, the 
gingerbread spice, the ground candied orange peel 
and the grated orange and lemon zest.
3) In small amounts, slowly add Mix 2 to Mix 1.
4) If the dough is smooth and even, pack it in 
clingfilm and put it in the fridge for 8-12 hours.
5) Heat the oven to 200 degrees C
6) Roll out the cold dough on a floury desk (0,5-1cm) 
and cut out or shape forms and figures whatever you want, and repeat it with any 
excess dough.
7) Put a sheet of baking paper into you baking tin and lay your forms on it.
8) Bake them for 8-12 minutes and leave them on the baking paper until they get cold.
9) You can decorate them with sugar or chocolate if you want.

Hanna Rohály (12.d)

The Finest Gingerbread - a family recipe
Tip: If you don’t have gingerbread spice at 
home, don’t worry, you can mix it yourself! 
You need grated ginger, ground cinnamon, 

ground clove and grated nutmeg
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There are a lot of illnesses between about December and April. My father likes making 
different snacks to us and in flu season he likes making them with healthy ingredients.
I would like to share with you one of them.
Let’s see the recipe:
1. First spread some slices of bread with butter.
2. Then sprinkle them with grated cheese.
3. After that you can put some onion rings on them.
4. Then comes the sour cabbage.
5. Put them into the oven for about 10-15 minutes.
It’s really healthy and fast! You can eat it with homemade orange juice.
Enjoy your meal!      

Anna Bálinger (12.d)

Snacks in the Flu Season

Eating Out

When you think of christmas, 
what comes to your mind first? 
Maybe winter, right? And the-
re is nothing better on a peace-
ful holiday evening than going 
to a hot chocolate place. Well, 

we have something to recommend to you. 
First, we heard about this a year ago from a friend. This 
place is called MÍVES 2.0 / RENGETEG ROMCAFE. It’s 
kind of an old school place, in the city. The speciality of 
this place is that it doesn’t have a menu. You just think 
of a flavour, and they have it! It’s awesome. 
You can order milk chocolate, dark chocolata and even 
white chocolate! And you can ask for fruits, seasonings, 
whip cream or almost anything. The place is extremely 
sweet, we think. It’s full of teddybears and all kinds 
of stuff from the previous century, like a camera. It’s 
not too cheap and not too expensive, one chocolate 
is around 700ft. We absolutely recommend you to go 
there with friends, or with your love, or just on your 
own :)

Dóra Kacskovics (12.d)

Location:
1094 Budapest Tűzoltó u. 22
M3 Corvin negyed

Opening Hours:
Monday - Sunday: 10.00 - 22.00

The Best Hot Chocolate Place



12 Decoration Ideas

 In this article I would like to give you some tips for Christmas, show some decorations and 
some gift ideas that you can make at home easily and you will get the same effect as if you 
bought something in the shop.  However, these gifts will come from your heart so maybe they 
will be more precious for the other person.

Let’s start with the decorations: I don’t know how much you care about it, but if you decorate 
your room with these little things, it will help you feel the spirit of Christmas.

 Gingerbread stars
Do you like baking? Then this is your task! 
You do’t need too many things just:
• gingerbread dough
• 2 snowflake shaped molds of different sizes
• some sugar (you can find coloured sugar specifically for this)
• Some icing what you can buy or make by yourself
• And the most important ingredient is you ( your heart )

There is nothing difficult in the completion. You use the 
molds to make the shape. And then bake it at a degree that is written in the recipe. But - and 
its important - just bake it until it is half ready. Then take it out of the oven and sprinkle sugar in 
the middle of the cookie. Then put it back and bake it until it is ready.  Take it out and use your 
imagination to decorate it in your style.

I think these cookies can be good gifts or decorations for Christmas. But if you want to hang 
them somewhere you have to perforate them before baking.

   Candle
The next tip is a candle what you can make easily. 
You will need:
• A bottle
• A candle 
• Glue
• Scissors
• Some black paper
• And snow spray
• A tape measure maybe for measuring the bottle around. 
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Measure the bottle around to know how long city or village you have to draw, then draw your 
landcape. Stick on the drawing that you had cut out of the paper and blow the snow spray on 
the bottle so it will seem as if it is snowing in your town. The only thing you have to do is to put 
a candle into the bottle. It will give the light of your lamp.

I think this can be a good decoration and a gift too.

   Snowball
Another idea is a snowball that I have made before, so I will show you how it goes.  
You need these things that you can make your own ball:
• You need a ball right? But anything round can fit. For example, I used a little spice rack from 
IKEA.
• distilled water
• white glitter
• a little figure (you can find it in every Christmas market )
• glue gun
• a little piece of styrofoam piece ( that you can put your 
figure on it as if it is standing or sitting on a hill)
• a tape
• and patience ;)

The last ingredient might seem strange, but you really need some patience for this project. 
However, you can trust me it is worth it, because the person who you will give it will be glad.  
Your gift is something special, noone else will have a similar one because you made it with your 
hands. It makes it original and more personal than buying one in a shop even if it looks better. 
First of all you have to wash the spice rack and let it dry. It’s the best if you do that the day before 
you want to make it. Then check the bottlecap. The signs in it helps you a lot in making your figure  
see to the right way. 
As I told you you need some styrofoam or something that can you put in the bottle. Put your 
figure on it so that your figure looks well in the bottle. So as you see I used a round styrofoam 
that I had cut out from a big piece. I formed it till it looked like a hill. Then I glued it in the middle 
of the bottlecap. Don’t forget to check if you can wind it on the bottle. If you can then you have 
to check how it looks in the bottle. Put a sign on the side of the future “hill”.  I recommend that 
you stick a little piece of a Post It to one side to check how you should glue the figure.
Attach your figure on the top of the hill. Check again if it faces the right direction. If it does then 
you can fill the bottle with the distilled water and put some glitter in it. If it seems it is not enough 
just put one tea spoon of it and then open it. Don’t be scared if a little water leaks out of it. Then 
shake it softly. If you feel the snow is enough you continue with the next steps: glue around the 
joint of the cap and the bottle so the water won’t leak out anymore. Finally, glue the tape around 
the glue at the joints. But if you found the glitter is not enough, put some more in the bottle and 
then continue with the above mentioned steps.
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I think I don’t have to explain it much if I say this gift would be a cute gift especially because we 
study in a religious school. 
You just need a metal or a wooden box that you can decorate in your style. Just use your 
imagination and be creative. The text for inside is :

„When your head starts to worry, 
And your mind can’t rest,

Put your prayers down on paper,
And let God do the rest.”

Bianka Balogh (12.d)

Prayer Box

Christmas Carol Quiz
Complete the titles of famous Christmas songs

• Jingle ________
• _________ Night
• Hark! The _________ Angels Sing
• O Come All Ye ___________
• God _________ Ye Merry Gentlemen
• Good King ____________
• We ________ Kings
• _________ The Hall
• O __________ Emmanuel
• Away In A ___________
• The First ___________
• _________ To The World
• The Little ___________ Boy
• ____________ The Snowman

• ______________ Christmas
• __________ The Red-Nosed Reindeer
• Oh Little __________ of Bethlehem
• __________ Around The Christmas 

Tree
• ______ Days of Christmas
• ___________ Wonderland
• Oh Holy __________
• White ____________
• Carol Of The _________
• Let It _______! Let It ________!
• ______ I Want For Christmas
• ‘Twas The Night ________ Christmas
•  Oh ___________ Tree
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In this aricle I ’ll talk about 2 expensive and 3 cheaper gadgets or electronic presents.

The first one is the Grado s80 e on-ear headphones, which I have been 
using every day since February. This company is a very unknown brand 
and that’s because they don’t spend any money on advertisements. 
These headphones are the best I have ever used. You can hear so 
many details in songs that you may have never heard before. Amazing.  
However, they have a little problem and that is sound leak, because 
they are on ear headphones, so they do not isolate much.

The second is more like a machine than a gadget, it is a drone. 
You might have seen some drones in videos. It is a really good 
invention and really fun to play with. My chocie is a budget 
drone but still not that cheap: syma x5sw. It has a camera that 
you can see in your smartphone in realtime. I have had one 
since last Christmas and I like it so much.

These were the expensive ones (above 20.000 HUF) and now the cheaper ones (under 10.000 
HUF):

The rock it speaker, which uses a fairly new technology because 
it vibrates. You have to stick it to something that will be used as a 
resonator and it will amplify the sound. I found it really cool and fun.

The VR box is a virtual reality headset. You can put your smartphone 
in it and use it to try out the new reality. You can find games and app 
in the playstore and the appstore easily just search for „VR”. This 
experience is very unique and I think everyone should try it.

Last but not least the xiaomi mi band S, which is a fitness 
band with heart rate sensor. I use it all the time and it is a 
very useful gadget. It can vibrate, which is useful because 
this way it can notify you if you have a phone call or got 
an sms. What is more, it also watches your sleep phases 
and it can wake you up when you can get up more easily. 
Awesome!

Kolos Weeber (12.d)
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Skillet
Skillet is an American Christian rock band formed 
in Memphis, Tennessee in 1996. The band currently 
consists of husband John (lead vocals, bass) and wife 
Korey Cooper (rhythm guitar, keyboards, backing 
vocals) along with Jen Ledger (drums, vocals) and 
Seth Morrison (lead guitar). The band has released 
9 albums so far. The last one came out on August 5, 
2016, called ‘Unleashed’.

Skillet had their first chance touring in Europe as the 
guest band of Nickelback on their tour in 2013. There 
they made a big impact on people in all European 

countries. Owing to their success,  they decided to come here more. Hungarians had the chance 
to enjoy their show at VOLT Festival in 2014 and 2016 as well. 

And now on December 3, they had their first concert in which they were the main band. The 
tickets were sold out after 3 weeks. In this show they were performing several songs from their 
new album that all the people there liked, for example: ‘Back From The Dead’, ‘The Resistance’ 
and ‘Out of Hell’. They were friendly with the people, came off stage, gave high fives and a few 
hugs as well, they even let some people sing into the microphone.

The band showed that Christianity and Rock music are not far apart from each other. They played 
songs in which they sang about Jesus or God. A few examples: ‘Feel Invincible’, ‘Hero’, ‘Stars’.

With these kinds of songs and the way they are, they bring all kinds of people together. It was 
such an amazing experience to have fun and be happy among people who have hard lives and 
finally got the chance for a little relief. 

Their guest band was ‘Red Sun Rising’ that performed surprisingly well and made people who 
didn’t even know them jump and sing. 

To sum this all up, the whole experience was 
enjoyable and I hope that whoever reads this will 
give it a shot and listen to one of their songs to see 
if they like it.

Gergely Morva (12.d)
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Wish
Wish and if only can be used to express regrets and wishes for unlikely or impossible things.
WISH /IF ONLY + Past Simple

To make a wish about a present or a future situation which we would like to be different
 I wish I knew more people!     I wish I had a bigger house! (but I don’t)

If only is stronger than wish.
Were can be used instead of was, especially in formal style.

 I wish I were younger.
WISH / IF ONLY + COULD + bare infinitive

To express regret about something we cannot do at present.
 I wish I could speak Italian.
WISH /IF ONLY + WOULD + bare infinitive

To express annoyance, irritation, dissatisfaction, and to make a wish concerning a present 
situation that is unlikely to change. We use it to talk about things that we would like people 
(not) to do. (Note: The subject of would must be different from the subject of wish)

 I wish you would stop shouting! I wish the postman would come!
Wishes about the past:
WISH / IF ONLY + Past Perfect
I wish something had happened = I am sorry that it didn’t happen:
• I wish I’d known that Gary was ill. I would have gone to see him. (but I didn’t know)
• I feel sick. I wish I hadn’t eaten so much cake. (I ate too much cake)
• Do you wish you had studied science instead of languages? (you didn’t study science)
• The weather was cold while we were away. I wish it had been warmer.

PRACTICE
Write sentences beginning I wish... .
a) I don’t know many people (and I’m lonely).   I wish.............
b) I don’t have a key (and I need one).  .........
c) Ann isn’t here (and I need to talk to her). ............
d) It’s cold (and I hate cold weather). ............
e) I live in a big city (and I don’t like it). ............
f) I can’t go to the party (and I’d like to). .............
g) I have to work tomorrow (but I’d like to stay in bed). ............
h) I don’t know anything about cars (and my car has just broken down). .......
i) I’m not lying on a beautiful sunny beach (and that’s a pity).  ...........
j) I’m sorry I don’t know how to operate this machine.  ..........
k) I’m sorry I went to his party.  .........
l) I’d like to be you. You are so beautiful. .........
m) Too bad I don’t speak Korean.  ...........
n) It would be better if I had a bigger car. ......

I wish



18 Speaking Topic
Holidays and celebrations

Useful phrases
celebrate - ünnepel
birthday cake - szülinapi torta
light a candle - meggyújtja a gyertyát
blow out the candles - elfújja a gyertyát
make a wish - kíván valamit
balloon - léggömb
present / gift - ajándék
family gathering - családi összejövetel
graduation - ballagás / diplomaosztás
christening / baptism - keresztelő
confirmation - bérmálás / konfirmáció
engagement - eljegyzés
wedding - esküvő
registry office - anyakönyvi hivatal
best man - a vőlegény tanúja
bridesmaid - nyoszolyólány
bride - menyasszony
bridegroom - vőlegény
wedding reception - lakodalom
funeral - temetés
invite relatives / friends - meghívni a 
rokonokat, barátokat
wreath - koszorú
fireworks - tüzijáték

bank holiday / public holiday - 
munkaszüneti nap
commemorate - megemlékezik
revolution - forradalom
war of independence - szabadságharc / 
függetlenségi háború
outbreak - kitörés

Midnight Mass - éjféli mise
Nativity - betlehemes
manger - jászol
shepherd - pásztor
wise men  - bölcsek
myrrh - mirha
frankincense - tömjén
crucifixion - keresztrefeszítés
resurrection - feltámadás
dye eggs - tojást fest
sprinkle the girls - meglocsolni a lányokat

poppy seed cake - mákos kalács
fish soup - halászlé
stuffed cabbage - töltött káposzta
New Year’s Day resolution - újévi 
fogadalom

Holidays and celebrations:
New Year’s Day - Újév
Valentine’s Day - február 14.
Shrove Tuesday - húshagyókedd
Ash Wednesday - hamvazószerda
Lent - nagyböjt
Good Friday - Nagypéntek
Easter - Húsvét
Easter Monday - Húsvéthétfő
May Day - május 1.
Mother’s Day - anyák napja
Father’s Day - apák napja
Independence Day - július 4. (US)
Labor Day - a munka ünnepe
Halloween - október 31.
All Saints’ Day - november 1. 
(mindenszentek)
All Souls’ Day - halottak napja
Guy Fawkes Day - november 5. (GB)
Remembrance Day - november 11. (GB)
Veterans’ Day - november 11 (US)
Thanksgiving - hálaadás
Christmas Eve - szenteste
Christmas Day - karácsony
Boxing Day - december 26.
New Year’s Eve - szilveszter



19Exam Practice
A  Interview
• How do you celebrate birthdays in your family? What about namedays?
• How did you celebrate your last birthday?
• Do you celebrate anniversaries? If so, how? If not, would you introduce it in the future?
• What is your favourite family celebration?
• How do you celebrate Christmas?
• What is the most memorable gift you have ever got?
• What national holidays do we have in Hungary?
• How should they be commemorated in your opinion?
• What British and American holidays have you heard about?
•  What role do national holidays play in our lives?

B  Situation
Your friend (the examiner) is asking you for advice. He/she wants to buy a birthday present for 
another friend, but does not know what. Help him:
• ask him/ her to describe the person
• ask how much he/she is willing to spend
• make a suggestion
• give another (alternative) idea
• offer to go with him/her to the shop / or make the present

C  Picture based discussion
These pictures show different kinds of celebrations. Compare and contrast them including the 
following points:
• traditions
• people involved
• importance
• other celebrations you think are important
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It’s a well-known fact that Christmas is one of the most celebrated holidays all around 

the world. When the Feast of Love comes everything starts shining, everybody is dearer 
and nicer. It’s so cliché to say, however, there is something real in Christmas… What? It 
brings people together almost everywhere. In Northern Europe traditions are rooted in 
the German culture such as decorating Christmas trees and smartening up streets. These 
traditions are the most popular in Europe but outside? Let’s look at them.

ENGLAND

USA

MEXICO

JAPAN

ISRAEL

If we think that Christmas traditions are 
similar to ours in England we will probably 
be wrong. Could you imagine not 
spending the 24th of December at home 
with your loved ones? It’s an absolute 
“NO”. Even if it is a surprise for us, they 
usually have parties on that eve while 
children prepare their stockings because 
the next day is the gifting day when they 
get their presents by Father Christmas 
who arrives through the chimney. Roast 
turkey, fruit pie, Queen’s speech…
sounds boring?

Far East is prepared for 
Christmas even though there 
aren’t considerable Christian 
communities. Malls plans their 
sales and decorations, people 
celebrate the holiday with their 
friends in western-style and they 
prepare for ‘Seibo’ which is the 
day gifting there.

It’s true that in the US everything is but 
different. Their traditions are built on the 
European culture but now it’s spiced with 
their evolving, enjoyable and interesting 
habits. After all the American Christmas’s 
most important detail is the light. All 
the light shines, wreaths in the windows 
and before the onset of the great day 
everything is decorated. The Bethlehem 
traditions are very popular on the 24th 
of December. On Christmas Day families 
celebrate together while eating stuffed 
turkey and Christmas pudding.

In Mexico the days before 
Christmas are called “posadas”. 
That’s the time when a lot of 
children roam the roads to 
perform their play about Joseph 
and Maria and to get admission to 
find the “Pinata” which is a seven-
pointed star shape box filled with 
all kinds of sweets.

Christmas in Israel is a unique experience. Of course, in the Jewish State 
people don’t feel the same as in Europe but there are traditions in Israel 
too. Chanukah and Christmas coexist with each other in December and 
people are openly nice with everyone.  There’s a holy mass at midnight 
in Bethlehem on the 24th of December and there are Christmas-themed 
festivals all over the country. I’m not saying that if you walk through the 
sunny beach of Tel-Aviv you’ll find the biggest Christmas market next to 
you but there’s an atmosphere of Christmas too.

חמש דלומ גח!
(khag molad 
sameakh)

¡Feliz Navidad!

Christmas Plus

メリーク リスマス 
(merii kurisumasu )

Domonkos Kárpáti (12.d)
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10

11 12 13 14

15 16 17 18

19 20 21 22 23

24 25

26 27 28 29

30 31

32

ACROSS
9. The opposite of right
10. The prefix that means against
11. The vowels of ’more’
12. A large Australian bird
14. Half of ’nets’
15. After the birth of Christ
17. for example
18. European Community
19. The Russian word for yes
21. I am divorced. My ___-husband 
lives in Paris.
22. A very brave person
24. Local Game Store
26. Gibraltar was named after this 
Arab general
28. A mountain in Japan
30. The last letter of the Greek 
alphabet
31. Grass 
32. Concentration camps in the 
Soviet Union

DOWN
1. A weapon
2. A form of ’be’
3. The opposite of yes
4. The state of Tennesse
5. the number of years someone has lived
6. You do this when something is funny
7. An article
8. Say
13. ___, myself and I
16. A pattern used to for decoration 
20. The fort in San Antonio
23. The same amount
25. The past tense of ’grow’
27. A unit of electric current
28. An illness
29. Japanese Wrestling Association

What can you read in the 
highlighted area?

Which songs can you see below?
Send the solutions to our email 
address: 4uszmg@gmail.com

Guess the song!

1.

2.

3.



22 Jokes

Why didn’t the shark swallow the clown fish?
Because it tasted funny.

Why didn’t the skeleton go to the party?
Because he had no body to go with.

Why did the teacher wear sunglasses to class?
Because her students were so bright.

Why did the pregnant lady start yelling: „I’m! 
Didn’t! Can’t!”?
Because she was having contractions.

What’s the name of fish without „eye”?
Fssssh.

Why is „e” the laziest letter?
Because it is always in bed.

Two police officers crash their car into a tree. 
After a moment of silence, one of them says, 
“Wow, that’s got to be the fastest we ever got 
to the accident site.”

A man got hit hard in the head with a can of 
7up. He’s alright though, it was a soft drink.

Why did the physics teacher break up with the 
biology teacher? 
There was no chemistry.

Why do the French like to eat snails so much? 
They can’t stand fast food.

Daddy did you know that girls are smarter than 
boys? 
No, I didn’t know that. 
There you go.

I’ve always thought my neighbors were quite 
nice people. But then they put a password on 
their Wi-Fi.

An eskimo brings his friend to his home for a 
visit. When they arrive, his friend asks, puzzled 

We can stay home Christmas Eve. Everybody 
is getting music, movies and games they can 
download from my website.

“So where’s your igloo?”
“Oh no, I must’ve left the iron on…”

A recent scientific study showed that 
out of 2,293,618,367 people, 94% are 
too lazy to actually read that number.

When I greeted my boss in the mor-
ning, he told me to have a good day.  
Who am I to argue? So I thanked him 
and went back home.

What did the sea say to the sand? 
Nothing, it simply waved.

More jokes at: http://www.short-funy-
ny.com 
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Winter Sport Facilities
Where can you go skating in 
Budapest?

• Marczibányi Sportcentrum 
1022 Marczibányi tér 16.

• Széna tér (Budai Műjégpálya) 
1022 Varsányi I. u. 37

• Óbuda Fő tér (FREE) 
1033 Fő tér

• Arena Plaza Jégterasz 
1087 Kerepesi út 9.

• Bálna Jégpálya (FREE) 
1093 Fővám tér 11-12

• MÜPA Jégpálya 
1095 Komor Marcell u. 1.

• Városligeti Műjégpálya 
1146 Olaf Palme sétány 5.

• Jégpalota 
1046 Homoktövis u. 1.

• Kőbányai Jégpálya 
1105 Ihász u. 24.

• Pesterzsébeti Jégcsarnok 
1201 Zodony u. 1

• BHG Jég 
1117 Sopron út 21.

Where can you go skiing in Hungary?

• Sopron - Sífutópálya

• Eplény - Intersport Síaréna

• Nagy Hideg-hegy

• Mátraszentistván - 
Sípark

• Bánkút

• Dobogókő

• Visegrád
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